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Introduotion 
Although by the clos© of the Revolutionary War most 
forms of literature were being developed in America, it was 
not until 1789 that the first native novel was published. 
There are two causes for this - the Puritan Spirit and the 
Colonial Spirit, 
The Puritan attitude was one of intolerance towards the 
lighter foms of literature. The novel was considered a very 
light fom of literature. In fact, many of the evils of the 
day were attributed to the reading of novels.^ Timothy Dwight 
suas up the Puritan attitude definitely: "Between the Bible 
and the novel there is a gulf fixed which few novel readers are 
willing to pass. The consciousness of virtue, the dignified 
pleasures of having performed one's duty, the serene remembrance 
of a useful life, the hope of an interest in the Redeemer, and 
the promise of a glorious inheritance in favor of God are never 
found in the novel. With such an attitude prevalent, it is 
no wonder that writers hesitated to venture into the field of 
novel writing. But the Colonial spirit was even more deadly to 
native novel writing than th® Puritan. 
1. See Preface to C.M.Warren*s The Gamesters in the 
Appendix. 
2. Travels in New Bagland.and New York. London. 1823. 
Vol.1, p.47ifr%ote& from %e Ëarly American Novel. 
Miss Loshe. 1930. Columbia University Studies in 
English and Comparative Literature. 
o 
The Colonial spirit was mtioh more widely spread than 
the Puritan, The latter was largely confined to Hew England, 
the former was spread more or less over the rest of the coast, 
being very strong in the Southern settlements. The Colonial 
spirit looked to England, the Mother country, for almost every­
thing, its style in clothes, its manners, its customs. %en-
ever possible, it sent its children to Sngland for education. 
And from there it imported its reading matter. Richardson's 
Pamela, publldhed in England in 1740, was published in America 
as early as 1745. And we know from American diaries and library 
catalogues that Fielding, Sterne and Smollet were being read in 
rr 
America. Sir Charles Orandlson. however, was popular - even 
pleasing such a man as Jonathan Edward*.* 
The Colonial Spirit could not survive the Revolution. 
Rev. Saos Hithcock indicated its breakdown when he wrote, "We 
have already suffered by too great avidity for British customs, 
and manners, it is now time to become independent in our maxims, 
principles of educations, dress and manners, as we have in our 
government."5 
3. Cambridge History of American Literature, Toi.I, Chap. 
ter 71, p.284. Bew York, 1913. 
4. Cambridge History of Amerioan Literature, Vol.I, Chap­
ter VI, P.284. Jonathan Edwards was a New England 
clergyman who quarrelled with his Northampton con­
gregation, partly due to his charge that some of the 
young members of the congregation were reading books 
that tended to "promote lascivious and obscene dis­
course", The Cambridge History goes on to say that 
Edwards did not relent in advance of the general pub­
lic, but that there was great controversy over the 
increase in novel reading. 
5. Memoirs of the Bloomsgrove family, Vol.1,p. 16, quoted 
from Miss Losche: The Early American Novel, p.S. 
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Royal Tyler* in his preface to Tb& Alaerine Captive, is 
amazed at the increase in novel reading during his seven 
jÛ 
years absence from the United States.® He sees, however, two 
things to be deplored. The first is that the novels being read 
in imerioa are not native work. The second is "that novels be­
ing pioture* of the times, the New ISngland reader is Insensibly 
taught to admire the levity, and often the vices, of the parent 
country. While the fancy is enchanted the heart is corrupted. 
... If the Snglish novel does not inculcate vice, it at least 
impresses on the young female mind an erroneous idea of the 
world in which she is to live, ... There are two things wanted, 
said a friend to the author; that we write our own books of 
amusement, and that they exhibit our own manners.* 
The Puritan Spirit still made itself strongly felt, how­
ever, and the first attempts at novel writing were published 
anonymously. The authors felt the need of defending their 
o 
novels and wr\te prefaces, maintaining that their novels were 
not pernicious or immoral, but were didactic, based on fact, 
and a little later, that they dealt with native subjects.^ 
In spite of the fact that most of these early novelists 
claimed for tfeeir novels originality and foundation in fact, 
6. The ^gerine Captive was published in Walpole, 7t. in 
19#Y\ Tyler 'does .not give the eiact dates of his 
absence from the country, but judging from the tone 
of his preface it was approximately from 1789 to 1796. 
7. See W.H.Brown's and Mrs. Warren's prefaces in the 
Appendix. 
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it was only natural for them to turn to some earl&er writer 
for a model. The orltles^ agree that they turned to Rlohard-
8on, Fielding, Sterne, and Smollet, and that Riohardson was 
probably the most "potent Influence", and probably the most 
popular novelist tn America to the coming of the Scott-Cooper 
vogue.* Bbwefer, none of the critics have given concrete evi­
dence as to how this Influence was exerted, I have set myself 
the task of finding the evidence for Richardson's Influence in 
seven^^Amerlcan novels published before 1806. In tracing evi­
dence, I have found that many of Richardson's characteristics 
by 1789 ha# become part of the spirit of the age and that, 
therefore, some of the lines of Influence might be claimed for 
the spirit of the age rather than for Richardson. 
I have tried, however, not to be carried away with the 
enthusiasm of an idea, and hope that the reader will feel as 
I do, that I have leaned backwards before attributing any 
8. Cambridge Blstory of American Lit* I, p.286. Miss 
loshe. The Barly American Novel, p.5. 
9. Ibid., I, p, 285 
10. The novels used are:"The Power of Sympathy" by W,H. 
Brown, 1789; "Charlotte Temple" by Mrs, Rowson, 
1794; "The Coquette" by Mr*. Foster, 1797; "Ormond" 
1799, "Jane Talbot", 1801, "Clara Howard", IBOli 
all by C.B.Brown; "The Gamesters" by Mrs.Warren, 
1805. The dates are given here according to Miss 
lo8he*s bibliography. 
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oharaoterlstlcs to Richardson s influence. I also wish the 
reader to know that in only one case do I think any particular 
example oited conclusive evidence of influence. In general, 
it is the cumulative effect of the similarities that gives 
them weight and force. 
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Chapter I 
W.E*Brown: The Power of Sympathy « 1780 
The Power of Sympathy by *.H,Brown la eonel&ered the 
first Amerieaa novel*^^ g.S.Brown wrote» Ilka Rlohardson, 
primarily for the feminine sei. That Richardson wrote pri­
marily for m)men is easily dlsoovurecL in the tone of his life 
and works* ?rcm tbe time when, as a young boy, he wrote love 
letters fbr the ladles, until his dotage, be knew and loved to 
assoeiate with the ladies. And Richardson's three novels are 
obrlously aimed at the feminine se%« That W.E.Brown wrote for 
the ladles beotmes evident on reading his preface. In it he 
states that he is writing his novel for the "girls of Columbia". 
One of Richardson's main characteristios is to be found 
In The Power of Sympathy - dldacticiem. Richardson, In his pre-
faoe to Clarissa Harlowe writes of his alms thus: 
"What will be found to be more particularly aimed at In 
the following work Is - (1) to warn the Inconsiderate 
and thoughtless of the one sex, against the base arts 
and designs of specious contrivers of the other -
11. The Power of Sympathy: or The Triumph of Nature, 
Pounded in Truth, Boston, 1789, 2 vols. Sdlted and 
oopyrlghted by Walter Llttlefield in 1894. "The Power 
Of Sympathy has been generally attributed to Sarah 
Wentworth Morton, but a recent study by Bally Pendleton 
and Xllton Kills has throim doubt on the authorship. 
They attribute the work to WlUloa ElU Brown. Their 
dlsoueslon of this may be found on pp. 38-39 and 109*112 
In Ikilferslty of Maine Studies, Second Series, No.20, 
entitled "Phelenla". The Life and Works of Sarah Went* 
worth Morton, It seems to ms that they have established 
their contention. 
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(s) to oantlon parents against tmduô exercise of their 
natwal authority over their ohildren in the great article 
of marriage - (S) to warn children against preferring a 
man of pleasure to a man of probity upon that dangerous, 
but too - commonly - received notion, that a refomed r^e 
makes the best himband - but above all (4) "ISnEnresWgale" 
the higheet and most important doctrines not only of moral­
ity, but of Christianity . . . 
W.H.Brown, in hia preface, states that he is writing his novel 
to make "apparent to the girls of Columbia the dangerous conse­
quences of Seduction." 
Coupled with this didactic intent is striking similarity 
of purpose. Brery one of the four "aims" mentioned by Richard­
son are to be found in %e Power of Svmmthv. In the a tory of 
the "gay Williams" attempted seduction of Fedelia and its dis­
astrous results to all persons concerned in it may be seen a 
warning to the "inconsiderate and thoughtless" of both sexes, 
Richardson's first aim. The story of Martin, a man with a 
"diabolical appetite", fâio artfully seduces his sister-in-law 
and then, when the child arrives, deserts her, maynbe taken as 
suggesting the inadvlsabillty of marrying a reformed rake, 
Richardson* s third aim. The main story, which may be taken as 
a warning to parents against the undue use of their natural par­
ental authority, Richardson*a second aim, may be summed up thus: 
Harrington falls in love with Harriet, but is forbidden by his 
father to marry. The reason which the father gives for his re­
fusal is the boy* s youth. The young couple become secretly 
engaged and plan an elopemmt. The elopement is about to take 
place when Harriet is disclosed as Harrington* s illegitimate 
8 
sister, Harriet diss from a broken heart and Harrington om-
mit s sRiioide. If, then, the father had given the real reason 
for his objection - Instead of trying to aocompllsh all by the 
nse of his "natural" authority, the greater misfortune and dif­
ficulty ml^t have been «folded. The story also lllnstratea 
the "evil conaeqnences" of sednetlon. 
Rr.H#Brown^s novel Is, as a lAole, calculated to Instill 
the highest Ideals of Christian morality Into the minis of 
his fair readers, Richardson's fotrth aim. Worthy, the name 
la significant, la constantly writing good Christian advice to 
his friend. He writes thus* "I applaud your change of senti» 
ment. Harriet Is a good girl, and your con&iot is extremely 
praiseworthy and honorable. It Is what her Tirtusa Inconteat-
Ibly merit. %rthy preachea to such an extent that Barring* 
ton writes to him, "I cannot but lau# at your dull sermons." 
Both Clarissa Harlowe and The Power of SmDathy are 
written in letter form, a fact whloh gathera algniflcance when 
it Is considered that the letters are exchanged In a "doiAle 
yet separate correspondence" and that, In their letters to 
their confidantes, the heroines enclosed extracts from their 
lovers* letters. 
Further evldmce that this didacticism and sameness of 
purpose should be attributed to the influence of Richardson, 
rather than to the spirit of #ie time, may be seen in the 
18. Brown, Tb® Power of Sympathy, (2 Vols., Boston, 
1789) Yol. I, p.20. 
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following similarities. The similarity of appearance, and so 
forth, between Lovelaee and Harrington. Lovelace is handsome, 
ehaiming, and gay. So is Harrington#Lcrelaee believes he 
has a ri#it to enjoy the benefits of marriage without the cere-
many. So does Harrington.^* They even, at time», ezpreee their 
ideas and desires alike. Lovelace, writing to his friend, says: 
1 ̂  "Bat I charge thee that thon do not . . . crop my Bosebnd»" 
And Ha^nrington, writing to his friend, says: "You may behold my 
Rosebud, but should you presime to place it in your bosom, ex­
pect the force of my wrath to be the infallible consequence * *3.6 
Surely such a remarkable similarity of idea, and even 
phraseology, cannot be attributed to chance, especially in light 
of the other similarities. 
Again, we find them in much the same mental condition while 
under the influence of love. Lovelace writes thus: 
*But now I saa indeed in love, I can think of nothing, 
of nobody, but the divine Clarissa Harlowe,"^" 
Harrington expresses himself thus: 
"Ho thoughts, but thoughts of Harriet are permitted 
to agitate ms. She is in my view all day long, and 
when I retire to rest my imagination is still possessed 
with the ideas of Harriet."^® 
Now if this were the only similarity found, no one would be 
inclined to attribute it to Richardson*s influence. One would, 
rather, attribute it to the universality of the effect of love. 
13, Brown, Op, Cit.. I, p. 11 
14. Ibid., I, p. 9 
15, Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe. ( 9 Vols., London, 1902) 
Toi. I, p. 243. 
16. Brown, Op.Git.. I, p,2 
17. Richardson. Op.Cit.. Ï, p.208 
18, Brown, On. Oft.ï .  p. 76 
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But grouped with other similarities it becoaes an indication of 
Richardson's influence. 
Both Lovelace mà Harrington have the same Interest in 
life - seduction. Both of them have their systœas to this end, 
Lovelace explains his system to his friend: 
"Then there are so many stimulât Ives to such a spirit 
as mine in this affair# besides love: such a field of 
stratagem and contrivance, which thou knowest to be 
the delight of my heart."19 
Harrington resents his friend*s apparently pertinent questions 
for he writes to him thus: 
"What do I design to do with her? I see you aim a 
stroke at the foundation upon wb^h the Pillars of 
my new system is reared . • . 
ïïp to this point they are remarkably alike - villains; 
but h#T9 Harrington ceases to be similar to Lovelace and be­
comes in a moment the perfectly virtuous hero. The change 
comes about when Lovelace and Harrington attempt to deceive 
and seduce their victims. Lovelace goes to Arabella Harlowe 
- but let Clarissa tell U6 how he appeared to her sister: 
"He muld have spoken out, she believed; but once 
or twice as be seemed to intend to do so, he was 
under so agreeable a confusion,"21 
Harrington's Harriet writes to her friend as follows; 
"I never saw my poor swain so seemingly disconcerted 
and abashed as he was a few days ago - he appeared 
to have something very particular to communicate, but 
his tongue faltered . . , 
19. Richardson, Op. Cit.. I, p. EIS 
20. Brown, 0*. cit . .  I. -p. 7 
21. Richardson. Op. Cit.. I, p. 8 
22. Brown, On. 01%.. I. t?i). 11-12. 
11 
Althom# still similar in action, they are âiffermt in 
purpose. lorelace'G ombarrasammt waa feigned; he wanted to 
torn Ms attention to Clarissa* Harrington* s embarraesmemt 
was real# One look in the melancholy Harriet* 8 eyes and he 
was detezmined to reform, 
Richardson's influence on The Power of Sympathy is seen, 
then, in its didacticism, in sameness of pnxposes, and 
sli#tly in the character of Harrington, 
12 
Chapter II 
Mrs. Rowson: Charlotte Tempi© » 1794 
Three main lines of Hichardson's influence are found 
In Mr$. Rowson*s Charlotte Temple. They are the mood of 
didacticism, the tone of moral iz at ion, and the ateio sphere of 
domestioity. In telling her story, which easily lends itself 
to inclusion of these three points, Mrs, Rowson has wed a 
device that Bichardson used in Sir Charles Grandison. that is, 
she starts well along in the stoiy and reverts to relate the 
history of the characters up to the time of the reader* s ac­
quaintance with thorn, 
Charlotte Temple Is the story of a young girl with lovable, 
kind, and generous parents. She is kidnapped, partly through 
her own fault, by a young, handsome British army officer. On 
promise of marriage, he carries her to America with him, but 
fails to fulfil his promise. The officer, Montr avilie, is 
tricked by his companion, Belcour, into believing that Charlotte 
is unfaithful to him. He abandons her and marries a new love. 
Charlotte is driven out of her lodgings by the landlady who, 
fearing Charlotte has no mon,ey, says she will not have an im­
moral girl in her house. She finally finds assistance in the 
hovel of a poverty-stricken femlly. She gives birth to a child 
and just as her father arrives to rescue her, dies, Montr avilie 
kills Belcour when he learns how Belcour has tricked him. Miss 
La Rue, Belcour*s accomplice, dies diseased and poverty-stricken 
13 
in Loîiâon* Mont ravi lie is overcome with remorse, and be­
come a subject to fits of melancholy during the rest of hie 
life. 
Sooh a 3 tor y offers oany poGalhllitlos to the author 
who wishes to be didactic, to moralize, and to show the 
beneflta of domeetiolty, Mrs. Roweon takes advantage of the 
opportimltles offered, 
11 has b een shown in di sous sion of The Power of Sympathy 
that Hiohardson was writing to and for the young ladles. Mrs. 
Rowson was writing for them also. After telling the sorrow 
that oomee to the parents of the sedwer* s Tlctim, Mrs. Poweon 
adds ; 
"Oh, my dear girls * for to such only am I writing -
listen not to the TO ice of love, unless sanctioned 
by parental approbation,"^^ 
This paragraph tells us that she is not only writing to 
the girls, but is an indication of her didactic purpose. 
This didacticism is like Richardson's in that it is coupled 
with moralizing. Here is a fine example of it. Old Mr. 
lldridge, %ho is in debtor's prison, gives us this piece of 
advice: 
"Then, let us, my friend, take the cup of life as 
it is presented to us, tempered by the hand of a 
wise Providence; be thankful for the good, be 
patient under the evil, and presume not to inquire 
why the latter prédomina tes."24 
We find Mr. Temple expressing this idea of accepting the evil 
23. Rowson, Charlotte Temple. (Philadelphia, Henry 
Alteiaus Co. Ho" da«e "given), p. 51 
24. Ibid., p. 24 
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with the good: 
"Keep up yow spirits; light and shade are not more 
happily blended than are the pleasures and pains of 
life; and the horrors of #8 one serve only to in­
crease the splendor of the other. 
Such repitition makes certain the ant tor* s desire to press 
the moral upon her readers. 
Another instance of this didaetism takes the form of a 
warning to youth against being deceived by pleasure. The 
author says: 
"The mind of youth easily catches at promised pleas-
ures. Pure and innocent by nature, it thinks not 
of the dangers lurking beneath those pleasures until 
too late to avoid 
The third and last général similarity between Richardson's 
novels and Mrs, Howson*s Charlotte Temple is domesticity. It 
is also the strongest and the most evident similarity. The 
tranquility, pleasure, and contentment which may be found within 
the home is constantly suggested, 2ven the poverty-stricken 
family which gives Charlotte a bed when she is dying is healthy 
and moderately happy. The only family life pictured as contin­
ually unhappy is that of Mr. and Mrs, Cray ton. And they are un­
happy because Mrs, Gray ton insists on living a high, wild night 
life, instead of the quiet, oozy home life her husband wishes to 
a 
live. In short, Mrs. Cray ton was the universal favorite; she 
set the fashions, she was toasted by the gentlemen, and copied 
by the ladies. Colonel Gray ton was a domestic man - could be 
be happy with such a mman? Impossible, 
25, Rowson, Op. Cit.. p. 33 
26, Ibid,, pTiS 
27, Ibid,, p, 211 
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Mr. Temple, who rejects a raarrlage of convenience and 
Luoy I21dridg0*s father out of debtor*s prison, says: 
"Luoy and I have no ambitious notions; we can live on 
three himdred a year for some little time, till the 
mortgage is paid off, and then *e will hEive aufficient 
not only for the eoaforts, but many of the little ele-
gances of life. ll^e will purohaae a cottage, my Luoy, 
thitiier with your reverend father, we will retire; we 
will forget that there are Guch things as splendor, 
profusion, and dissipation - we will have some cows, 
and you shall be queen of the dairy; in the morning, 
while I look after my garden, you shall take a basket 
on your arm, and sally forth to feed your poultry, and 
as they flutter around you in humble gratitude, your 
father sAall amoke hie pipe in a woodbine alcove, and 
viewing the serenity of your countenance, feel such 
real pleasure dilate his heart ^ shall make him regret 
that he has ever been unhappy."^ 
There are several other passages which illustrate the 
domestic tone; however, I #ink some of the chapter headings 
will better indicate the trend of the novel than additional 
quotations : 
"Domestic Concerns" 
"Dnezpected Misfortunes" 
"Such Things Are" 
•H&tural Sense of Propriety Inherent 
in the Female Breast" 
"Domestic Pleasiares Planned" 
"We Know Not IDhat a Day May Bring Forth" 
"Conflict of Love and Duty" 
Virtue Never Seams So Amiable As When 
Reaching Forth Her Sand to Raise A 
Fallen Sister" 
"A Man May Smile, And Smile, And Be A 
Villein" 
That the general similarities of dldactlsm, moralizing, 
and domesticity should be attributed to Richardson*s influence 
becomes evident from the following particular similarities. 
23, Rowson, Op, Git,« pp. 48-45 
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The most striking one is that of the names of the characters: 
Lovelace's accomplice is called Belford. 
Montraville* s " « « Bel'cour. 
(Same characters) 
Sir Charles has a sister called Charlotte Grandison. 
The heroine of Mrs. Rowson* s novel is Charlotte. 
(Opposite characters) 
There is a Countess Dowager of D . . . in"8ir Charles 
Grand i sonFl 
There is a Countess of D , . * in "Charlotte Temple". 
(Opposite characters) 
There are Lucy Selby and George Selhy in Grandi son". 
There are Lucy lldridge and George Eldridge in 
"Charlotte Temple"* 
(Somewhat similar characters) 
There is an gaily Jervois in "Sir Charles Grandison". 
There is an Aiiïy Beauchamp in "Charlotte Temple". 
(Opposite characters) 
There is a Sir Harry Beauchamp in "Sir Charles 
Grandison". 
There is a Méjor Beauchsmp in "Charlotte Temple". 
(Somewhat similar characters) 
We also find significant similarities in the characters them­
selves , Belcour is much Tike Lovelace. Mrs, Rowson describes 
Belcour in this way: 
"He possessed a genteel fortune, and had had a liberal 
education; dissipated, thoughtless and capricious, he 
paid little regard to the moral duties, and less to 
religious ones; eager in the pursuit of pleasure, he 
minded not the miseries he inflicted on others, pro­
vided his own wishes, however extravagant, were grat­
ified. Self, daring self, was the idol he worshipped 
and to that he would have sacrificed tl® interest and 
happiness of all mankind."** 
Lovelace might be described thus, except for one point: 
Lovelace was careful to observe his religious duties; Belcour 
was not. Lovelace had a genteel fortune, (somewhat deflated 
29. Rowson, Ob. Cit.. p. 71 
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temporarily}, a liberal eduoatloa, was eager In the pursuit of 
pleasure, was not oonceraed in the tmhappiness around him, and 
would sacrifice anything to win his own end. 
Yet not only in these characteristics are they similar: 
both ÈMce agents; both cannot understand that a girl once seduced 
does not necessarily become abandoned; both suffer from moments 
of remorse ; both intercept letters. Both are killed in duels. 
Beloour and Lovelace are the only characters definitely 
alike in many points, but there are many traits in Mrs, Bowson*s 
characters that may be found in some of Richardson's. Sir 
Charles Grandi son walks the room when agitated; so does Mr, 
Temple. Sir Charles welcomes all chances to perform charitable 
acts; so does Mr, Temple, Clarissa Harlowe is left an independ­
ent fortune by her grandfather; so is Miss Weatherly, in Charlotte 
Temple. Clarissa Harlowe is kidnapped; so is Charlotte Temple, 
Miss Weatherly wants to organize a Pro testant nunnery; so does 
Harriet Bryon, Clarissa Harlowe believes that parents should be 
loved and obeyed; so does Charlotte Temple, Clarissa Harlowe 
looks forward to death with pleasure; so does Charlotte Temple, 
Clarissa Harlowe dies juet after she becomes reconciled with her 
parents; so does Charlotte Toggle. 
One of Richardson*s outstanding characteristics is detail 
of dress. It is a phase of Oeecription seldom found in these 
early American novels. Mrs, Rowson, however, in one instance 
gives a rather detailed description of Lucy Sldridge's dress. 
18 
She deaerlbee her aa being "fair aa the Illy", and having "blue 
eyea" and "light brown hair", whloh waa "allghtly confined under 
a plain mualln oap, tied around with a blaok ribbon; a white 
linen gown and plain lawn handkerohlef" oompleted bar outfit# 
Thla, lAen oonqxared wllAi Rlehardaon desorlptlon, la not eztremely 
detailed, but there are aome algnlfloant llkeneaaea* Lovelaee, 
In deaerlblng Clarlaaa, asya It would be allly to compare her to 
"the Illy", and while her hair la tied with a "blue ribband" end 
her dreaa la eztremely elaborate, ahe weara a "lawn! and oarrlea 
a "white bandkerohlef". The Important point here, however, la 
not any alight similarity In deaerlptlon, but the faot that Mra. 
Rowaon does describe Lucy's dreaa, 
Rlehardaon*a Influence,then,ahowa In the mood of dldactlclam, 
the tone of morallzatlon, and eapeolally In the atnoaphere of 
domesticity of this novel. 
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Chapter III 
Mrs, Foster: The Coquette - 1797 
The same three broad characteristics of Richardsoa's novels 
are to be fbuad In The Coqwette. by Mrs. Poster, didaotlolsm, 
moralization, domesticity. In his preface to Clarissa Harlowe. 
Richardson states that (1) his novel "will probably be thought 
tedious to all such as dip into it, expecting a light novel, or 
transitory romance and look upon the story In it (interesting as 
that is generally allowed to be) as its sole end, rather than as 
a vehicle to the instruction(E) that he has written the book 
"to inrestigate the hi^est and most important doctrines not only 
of morality but of Christianity"j and (3) that the subjects are 
such that "every private family, more or less, may find itself 
concerned," and that he has written the story both "to caution 
parents" and "to warn children". Pizrther, ha has built the story 
around the home and the relation of the members of the home to 
each other, especially in Pamela and Sir Charles Grandison. in 
both of which the feeling of domesticity permeates the atmosphere. 
Mrs. Foster has likewise chosen a plot which gives her ample op­
portunities to be didactic, to moralize, and to be domestic. 
The story opens with Sllza Wharton, whose fiance has re­
cently died, preparing to pay an extended visit to the Hichmans, 
in order to overcome her melancholy. She arrives at the Hichmans, 
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lAere all is a picture of dome a tie bliss, llisa, once gay and 
volatile, grows to like the quiet life of the home. She has many 
suitors, all perfect gentlemen» Mr* Bayer, a minister, has a 
fine chance of winning her. Ereryone is happy. Suddenly the 
villain enters in the form of Major Sanford. His lack of moral 
principles is made known to Slisa, but his personality and manner# 
are so gay and charming, in contrast with the sedate gentlemen who 
are wooing her that Eliza Is unable to resist him, Mr. Bayer 
leaves her because of this association. The Major, now left alone 
in the field, gaes off and marries, for money, a girl whom he does 
not love. He returns, however, and seduces Eliza, who dies in 
disgrace and alone, Sanford*s wife learns of this and divorces 
him. He loses all his worldly possessions when his creditors 
close in on him. 
The possibilities of emphasizing, in such a story, the three 
purposes of instruction, morality, and the virtue of domesticity 
are many, A few particular example s in each case will indicate 
Mrs, Foster's use of her opportunities. Most of Mrs, Poster*s 
didacticism, like Richardson's, is united with moralizing. The 
following examples indicate this didactic moralizatlon, Eliza, 
writing to her friend, Lucy, says: 
"I have received your letter • your moral lecture rather; 
and be assured, my dear, your monitorial lessons and ad­
vice shall be attended to.**^® 
Althou^ we are not allowed to see the letter that called for 
this answer, the use of "moral" lecture and "monitorial" leaves 
30, Foster, The Coquette.(Charles Gaylord, Boston, 1840) 
p. 35 
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no doiAt of the nature of the contents. 
Here is a telling example of didactic moral iz at ion. It also 
gives a good idea as to Juist #at Lucy's "moral lecture" mwt have 
been. In answer to Eliza's statement that she does not want any 
Interference with bar future, Mrs, Richaan says: 
"Of such pleasure, no one, my dear, would wish to deprive 
you; but beware, Elizal Though strewed with flowers, 
when contemplated by your lively Imagination, it is, 
after all, a slippery, thorny path. The round of fash­
ionable dissipation is dangerous, A phantom is often 
pursued, which leares its deluded votary the real form 
of wretchedness 
Now, in spite of the fact that these warnings are directed toward 
an individual in the novel and not the reader, the context of the 
novel leaves no doubt in the mind of the careful reader that the 
author means passages such as this as a warning to his fœainine 
readers. 
Just two other examples of this didactic moralization, 
Lucy, in explaining Miy she rejected am invitation to visit Major 
Sanford, says: 
"I consider my time too valuable to be spent in culti­
vating acquaintance with a person from whom neither 
pleasure nor improvement is to be expected. . . . 
I look upon the vicious habits and abandoned character 
of Major Sanford to have more pernicious effects on so­
ciety than the perpretratlons of the robber and the 
assassin,"** 
Mr. Bayer, explaining to KLlza, that now he has left her he rea-
llzes the disparity of their natures, adds this: 
31. Foster, Ob. Git.,  p .  44  
32. Ibid., pp. 119-120 
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"for your o«i aako, however, let me conjure you to re*-
view yow oondaet, and, before you have adhranoed beyond 
the possibility of returning to reotltu&e m& honor, to 
restrain yow steps from the dangerous path In whloh #iey 
now tread. ?ly Major Sanfbrd# That man is a deceiver. 
Trust not his professions. They are certainly insincere, 
or he would not affeot ooncealmenti he would not induce 
you to a clandestine intercourse."^® 
The keynote of The Coquette is domesticity. All the happy, con­
tented and morally good characters are lovers of the home. All 
the morally depraved and unhe^py characters are not home lovers. 
The atmosphere of domesticity permeates the story. There are many 
passages indicative of this domesticity# For instance, Kliza writ­
ing to her friend, telling her of the dealii of her fiance, says: 
"Social, domestic, and connubieJ. joys were fbndly anti­
cipated, and frien;^ and fortune semned ready to crown 
every wish; . . ."5* 
And, shortly after she arrives at the Richmans, she writes; 
"My friends here are the picture of conjugal felicity. 
llA situation is delightful - the visiting parties 
perfectly agreeable. 
The next quotation is even more expressive of this atmosphere. 
Mr. Blchman is writing to ELlza: 
"I write a line, at Mrs. Richman^s request, just to in­
form you, Sllza, that yesterday tlmt lovely and beloved 
woman presented me with a daughter. This event awakens 
new sensations In my mind, and calls into exercise a 
kind of affection ^Ich bad lain domant. I feel al­
ready the tenderness of a parent, while imagination fondly 
traces the mother's likeness in the Infant form."36 
Mrs. Riclmian, writing also to Eliza, tells her what a change 
motherhood has wrought In her. She says that formerly she loved 
53. Poster, Ob. Cit.. pp. 158-153 
54. Ibid,, plTSST 
55. Ibid., p. 54 
56. Ibid., p. 129 
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to move about In soolety, but * 
. . no# I am Qioroughly domeetloated. All my happi-
noBB le eentered Trlthln the limits of my own wplls, and 
I grudge every moment tha$ oells me from the pleasing 
eeenee of domeatio llfe."^" 
Passages establlshiiiG atmosphere lose muoh of their foroe when 
separated from their content; however, the foregoing passages 
Illustrate the domestio tone of Ihls novel. A strong element 
of sentiment will also be noticed In the passages. Sentiment 
Is, of course, a peculiarly Richardson trait# 
Many partioular similarities mike it necessary to attribute 
the general similarities to the influence of Richardson rather 
than to the spirit of the times. Thus we find that: 
Both Clarissa Hailowe and The Coquette are set in the country# 
Both stories are written In letter foim. Both stories have four 
main characters who Interchange letters. 
Cn mai%y ideas the authors agree. Both deny that a "reformed 
rake makes the best husband"# Both of them bellwe that children 
should obey their parents, but that parents should not take ad­
vantage of their natural authority. Both believe that girls 
should be educated, accomplished, and able to uplK)ld their end in 
a gioup discussion. Both dislike dramatic tragedies. The pass­
ages In which they express this dislike are remarkably alike. 
Lucy Simmer in The Coquette, says: 
"Last evening I attended a tragedy; but never will I 
attend another. ... It was Romeo and Juliet. Dis­
tressing enough to sensibility this! Are there not 
real woes (if not in our own families, at least among 
our friends and neighbors) sufficient to exercise our 
Sympathy and pity without Introducing fictitious ones 
37. Poster, Ob.Cit.. p. 174 
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lato our very àiTerslons?"®® 
Lovelace, after returning from a tragedy he had attended with 
Clarissa, writes to his friend thus: 
"Yet for my om part, I love not tragedies; , . . I 
had, too much feeling. There Is enoixgh In this world 
to make our hearts sad, without oarrylng grief into 
our dlrerslons, and making the distresses of others 
our own."^" 
Clarissa Harlowe and Eliza Wharton are placed In similar 
situations* Both prefer their virtue alone to a Trlnee". 
Both have lovers undesirable to them, forced on them by their 
parents and friends. Both are warned of the danger of assoola* 
ting with rekes. Both fall to take heed of these warnings# 
Both are seduced. Both die of broken he arts. Both obtain 
their parents* forgiveness befbre they die. Both anticipate 
death with pleasure. Both write poetry on death. Both leave 
wills and letters to be used posthumously. 
It is, however, when we come to compare Lovelace and 
Sanford, the two villains, that we find the most striking slm-
llarltles. vfe find Mirs. Foster admitting that Sanford is a 
likeness of Lovelace. She 1ms Mrs. Richman say, nhen speaking 
of Sanford: 
"Pardon me* Eliza, this is a second Lovelace. I am 
alarmed by his artful Intrusions. Sis insinuating 
attentions to you are characteristic of the man."*0 
Sanford la not only depleted as a second Lovelace. He actually 
is. He thinks and acts from the same motives and in the seme 
38. Op. Cit.. (Foster) p. 197 
39. Hichardson, Q-p.Cit., 7o 1. 17, r-. 212 
40.  Foster ,  Op.Cit .  ,  p .  32 
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manner as Lovelace does. Lovelaoe was motivated in his actions 
by love, revenge, and ambition. He writes of himself to his 
friend: 
"I have three passions that sway me by turn - love, 
revenge, anbitlon or a desire of oonqwst,"*! 
Sanford is moved in all his actions by these three same passions. 
First, he wants to avenge himself on the friends of 311ga for 
their oold reception of him. Secondly, be loves 311za so mwh 
that several times he is on the verge of marrying her# Thirdly, 
instead, he marries a girl lAom he does not love, for money. 
And fowth, having done this, he proceeds to seduce Eliza pnrAy 
for the desire of conquest. 
But the similarity is even more detailed. Both Lovelace 
and Sanford admit they are rakes. And as rakes, they think 
alike in their attitude toward girls whom they seduce, Lovelace 
says: 
"For my own part, I have been always decent In the com­
pany of women, till I was sure of them. Nor have I 
offered a great offence, till I have found little ones 
passed over; and that they shunned me not, when they 
knew my character."** 
Sanford, writing to his friend on the same subject, says : 
"Indeed my fair one does not verbally declare in my 
favorÎ but then according to the vulgar proverb, that 
'actions speak louder than words*, I have no reason to 
complain; since she evidently approves my gallantry, is 
pleased with my company and listens to my flattery. Her 
sagacious friends have undoubtedly given her a detail 
of my vices. If therefore, my past conduct has been re­
pugnant to her notions of propriety, why does she not 
act consistently, and refuse *t once to associate with 
a man she cannot es teem? "43 
41, Foster, On, Git.. Vol. V., p. 93 
42, Richardsdn. "Ov, uit.. Vol, V., p. 90 
43, Foster, On: UlT.~ 108 
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Both Lovelace and Sanford emphasize their hatred of wedlock. 
Both of them keep the mdeslrableness of the suitors of the 
girls constantly before them. Both Lovelace and Sanfbrd are 
determined that no one else shall have the girls if they can*t. 
Both have had several previow conquests. In this connection 
they express very similar ideas. Lovelace says; 
"How unequal is a modest woman to the adventure #hen 
she throws herself into the power of a rake5"^* 
Sanford says: 
"If a lady will consent to enter the list against the 
antagonist of her honor, she may be sure of losing 
the prize."*® 
Both move to the vicinity of their intended victims* 
homes. Lovelace to an Inn; Sanford to a country seat which 
he has purchased. Both make use of the gardens around their 
lovers* homes as meeting-places. Both make ready use of their 
knees. Both kiss the hands of the young ladies whenever pos­
sible. Both call the objects of their loves, "my charmer". 
Both are haunted by visions of their newest victims. Both, on 
advice of friends, plan to take trips abroad. Both suffer 
from remorse and wish they had never seen I5ieir victims. Both 
meet harsh ends. Lovelace is killed, Sanford loses all his po­
sassions. 
Mrs. Foster seems to have been definitely influenced by 
Richardson, in her didactician, her moralization, her domesti­
city, and her conception of characters, 
44. Richardson, Op. Cit.. Vol. Ill, p. 207, 
48, Foster, On.. Cit.. n. 238 
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Chapter IV 
Oharlee B. Broim - Ormond - 1799 
- Jm@ Talbot - 1801 
- Clara Howard - 1601 
All elx of Charles Brookdmi Brown* s iiorele were oonsld. 
ered fbr this study. Three, Edgar Himtly, Arthur Memm. and 
feland were discarded as showing little if any similarity to 
Richardson. Three, Oimond, Clara Howard, and Jane Talbot are 
dlsoiiesed here as showing some similarity to Richardson's 
novels. 
There are three general similarities - didacticism, domes­
ticity, and analytical treatment of characters. Brown's dldac-
tlclsm and domesticity differ, however, from Richardson's. 
Brown's didacticism Is always political and social, never moral. 
Richardson's didacticima is alnK)8t always moral, and seldom, If 
ever, political and social. Brown's domesticity is cold and 
hard, never coupled with sentIment. Richardson's domesticity is 
always united wllh sentiment. Their aimlyticeil treatment of 
character is the same, especially in Clara Howard and Jane Talbot, 
which are written in letter fom. 
The similarities may be due, partly at least, to the In-
fluence of Richardson, and not to chance or to the spirit of the 
times. The more particular similarities in characters, inci-
dents, and names are more Important in this study them the more 
general ones. 
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The TlHalna, lovelaoe and Ormond (In the novel of the same 
name) are very almllar In aereral reapeota, lovelaoe la flrat 
a&iltted into the Earlowe home as the suitor of Arabella, only 
to become after the first visit her sister Clarlssa^s snitor. 
Ormond is in love with Helena Cleaves, a friend of Constantia 
Dudley, before be falls in love with Constantla. Lovelace is 
disaplproved of by Clarissa's fmily# Ormond is disapproved of 
by Con8tantia*s father. When Clarissa*s brother is ill, Lovelace 
shofs a friendly concern over his condition. When Constantia's 
father is ill, Oimond is much oonoemed omrer his condition# 
Both villains are oonsldered chaining and intelligent* Neither 
believes In marriage. Both make use of disgalses. Both are 
iDotivated by revenge, Icvelace is continually threatening to 
revenge himself on Clarissa's femlly. Onnond has Constantla's 
father killed. Both meet violent deaths, lovelaoe is killed 
in a duel; Oimond is stabbed to death by Constantla. 
The similarity betwem Clarissa Harlowe and Constantia 
Dudley, Clara Boward end Jane Talbot,^ is not so striking as the 
similarity between the two characters jnst discnssed. There is, 
however, seme similarity# Brown's three heroines are being con­
sidered together, because they are three different treatments of 
the same character.*^ 
There is one fundamental difference between Clarissa and 
Constantia; a difference which applies also to Clara and Jane, 
46. I am In agreement with Miss Loshe on this point. See 
p. 46 of The Early American Movel. 
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but in a l©ss©r degree, Constantia is absolutely self-reliant, 
while Clarissa is not* Just what is meant may be seen In the 
actions of the two girls at the climaz of both stories,- In 
Richardson*s novel, Lovelace, after many attempts, has Clarissa 
In his power, and his determination is up to the sticking-point, 
Clarissa, realizing his intentions, becomes hysterical and 
faints. Lovelace conmmmates his desires. In Brown's novel, 
Ormond baa Constantia in the same situation. Constantia rea­
lizes Ormondes Intentions and warns him that she will not be 
"ruined", Osmond does not heed her warnings; Constantia 8tab# 
him to death. Clarissa, then, is unable to take care of herself 
in a trying situation, Constantia is perfectly able to take 
care of herself, no matter how tryii^g the situation. This dif­
ference is so fundamental that the following Blmllarltlea may 
seem adventitious. These characters have in cossaon two funda­
mental attributes - the first. Intelligence, the second, accom­
plishments, That they are intelligent, is shown by the fact that 
they can apeak several languages. That they are accomplished 1* 
shown by the fact that they are musical and can do handiwork. 
The similarity between Clarissa and Constantia is carried even 
further: Both girls are the same age - sixteen or seventeen. 
Both reject several suitors, marriage to #iom muld solve their 
material difficulties. They reject their suitors for the same 
reasons; because they are intellectually superior to the suit­
ors and because of the lack of morals of the suitors, Constantia 
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stresses the latellectual reasons, Clarissa the moral. Both 
girls retire to their "closets" to think things out. Both are 
threatened, with arrest. 
There are a few particular similarities between Clarissa 
and. Jane and Clara. Both of Broim's heroines give detailed 
reasons for their actions, as Clarissa does. Both ask for ad­
vice, but not to tlie extent that Clarissa does. Jane is cast 
out because she persists in loving Golden, iTho is disapproved 
of by Jane* s adopted mother. 
Jane's brother, PraiJc, is much like Clarissa's brolher, 
James. Both are mean, disagreeable, jealous, despicable char-
acters. Both of them hate their sisters. ^Ind in each case 
their hatred is owing to jealousy aroused by their sisters' 
financial status. Both treat their sisters contemptuously 
whenever in their presence. Both of #iem think they should 
have control over their sisters. And both try to separate their 
sisters from their lovers.*^ 
The last similarity in characters is between the masculine 
woman, Bamevelt, in Sir Charles Grandi son, and the military 
woman, Martinette, in Ormond. Harriet Bryon describes Bamevelt; 
"The third was Miss Beurnevelt. A lady of masculine 
features and whose mind belied not the features; for 
she has tho character of being loud, bold, free, even 
fierce when opposed; and affects at all times such airs 
of contempt of her own sex, that one ^most wonders at 
her condescending to wear petticoats.**# 
49. This is the only occurrence of a "mean brother" char­
acter I have found in early American novels, 
48. Richardson, Sir Charles Grandi son (Chapman and Hall,Ltd, 
London, 1902 * 7 Vols.) Toi. 1, p. 55. 
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Brown, In deaorlbing Martlnette, aaya that her ooiorersatlon and 
de%)ortment exhibited "no tiroes of sympathy or tendonalea to 
oonfldenoe. They merely denoted large experience* vlgoronm fac­
ulties , end masoullne attainments." lb then describes her mill* 
tary aoeomplishments. 
Aside from the evidence already presented as to the Infln--
enoe of Richardson on Broim, there are thirteen similarities In 
names : 
Richardson's Characters 3ro*n*s Characters 
1. Lady Sarah Sadller (C.E.) Sarah Bazter (W 
2. John Belford (C.H, ) Balfbnr (Oi) 
3, Lucy 3elby (C.HU) Lucy (Oj 
4. Thomps Deane (G.) Thomas Craig (Oj 
5. Mr. Martin (G.) Kartlnette (0.) 
6. La^ Mansfield (P.} Mary Manfleld (0.) 
7. Charles Hickman (G.H.) Mr. Elckaan (C.H.) 
8. Urs. Morton (0,H,) Mr. Morton (G.H.) 
9. Sally Godfrey (P.) Godfrey Cartwrl^t(C.H 
10. Selby (G.) Sedlsy (C.H.) 
11. Sinclair (C.EU) Sinclair (J.&T) 
12. Sally (P.) Sally 
13. Hannah (C,H, ) Hannah 
These similarities In characters, Incidents, end names 
considered In the sum total, justify attributing Richardson In* 
flnenoe upon C. B. Brown. 
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Chepter T 
Mra, Warren ^ The Gemeetere - 1805 
As we have seen, Rlcharaaon In hie preface to 
Clarissa Earlowe eet forth his main imrposes. Mrs, WarMn# In 
her preface to The Gamesters# sets forth three purposes, all 
similar to Richardson's, She writes In her preface that, al­
though many of the evil practices of the day are attributed to 
novel reading, she "believes lûiat were novels devoted to the 
cause of moral virtue, they might become as useful, as they are 
thought to be pernicious. The light unlhInking mind, that would 
revolt at a moral lesson frcm the pulpit, will seize with avidly 
the Instruction offered under the similarities 'of a story*. To 
blend instruction with amusemait and at once to regale the imag­
ination and reform the heart has been the writer's object. . , . 
When the husband, the father and friend can find attractions In 
a gaming table, superior to those offered by the domestic fire­
side, virtue herself Is eradicated from his bosom, end feeling 
is exchanged for inhumanity," 
In other words she is saying that novel should be con­
sidered as a vehicle of instruction, in lAiich Ihe author should 
set forth sound moral principles, and make domestic life appear 
so attractive that men will not look elsewhere for their amuse­
ments, These certainly are similar to the didactic, moral, and 
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domestio elements mentioned, and ueed by Hloliardson, 
In this novGl again the more particular similarities to 
Hlehardson* a novels zieke it neoessaiy to attribute the etrlk* 
Ing eamenees of purpose to Rlohardeon^a Influence, rathar than 
to Qie spirit of the times# 
The moat outstanding exemple of similarity of action and 
thought oomes about oror the question of dueling. Sir Charles 
Grendlson and Loander Anderson (The Gsmesters) ore both chal-
leaiged to fight duels. Th^ both decline to aooept the 
ohallongoa, but at the same time they make appointments to 
meet their ohallengera and to eipl&ln their reasons A)r not 
accepting. The meetings take place, and both Charles and 
Loander Insist that tbey liave not declined from oowardloe, but 
that dueling is based on a false conception of honor, that It 
is a violation of God*s law, and that the evil results are far 
greater than any good i^ilch could possibly come from dueling. 
To emphasize this last point they both plciaire vividly the 
distresses md sorrow of the family of the victim and the re­
morse that must haunt the vie tor. 
Another similarity of thought is found in the attitude 
of both authors toward the cause of the villainy of Sir 
Charles Eargravo and Edward Somerton (The GanoEters). Grand*-
Ison says of Rargrave: 
49. The Gamesters. Mrs, Warren (David Corllse, Boston, 
1865} pp. 198 ff. 
Richardson, Sir Charles Grandlson. Vol. II, pp.22 ff. 
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"He hea been In bad hands, as he tells us, from 
his youth upward, or he might have been a useful 
member of 3ooiety."^0 
Aïrs. %rren in describing Edward, says: 
"Edward possessed eoctraordinary talents, . ... At 
an early age he had been deprived of both his par-
ents and had faJ^len into the hands of tutors, who 
made the oultupe of liie heart no part of Ihe system 
of éducation."31 
These passages, besides Indicating a similarity of 
thought, nay be taken also as Indloatlns all three charaoter^» 
istios of Richardson*s inflimnce. Both authors ere saying, 
obliquely, that inoral training is necessary for the child if 
he is to be a useful citizen. They also indicate that both 
authors feel this moral training is best glvon in liie home. 
Thus we have didacticism, morallzatlon, and domesticity, ez«* 
pressed in a somewhat similar manner on an Identical siibject. 
The outstanding similarities of situsLtions and Incidents 
are the setting of the stories; the use of duels and abduo* 
tions ; and actions motivated by the presence of undesirable 
lovers. Other similarities of situations and incidents will 
present thomselves naturally with tih@ similarities of l&e 
charaoters. 
The prototypes of Mrs. Warrants main characters may be 
found in Richardson* s novels. Thus she has the happy, ami­
able parents, the lovely, virtuous persecuted heroine, the 
50. Richardson, Sir Charles Grandi son. Vol. I, p.249 
51. Warren, Op. Cit..  p. 15 
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•Irtuoxis heio, (Mrs. Warren gives the tragic flow to the hero 
instead of the heroine), the seducing villain, the agents of 
the villain, and the coquettish, unsuspecting, innocent girl. 
Any novel of intrigue might be furnished with such a set of 
persons, but due to the jarticular similarities to be pointed 
out, it seems justifiable to attribute them to the influence 
of Richardson. 
The villains, Somerton and lovelaoe, have eight points 
of similarity. Both love intrigue# Both are not discouraged 
over frustrations of their plots. Both have agents to aid their 
plots. Both are in need of money. Both have letters to their 
victims intercepted. Both kidnap their victims. Both have pre­
vious conquests. Both die in disgrace. 
Had not Leander Anderson been given a tragic flaw • a 
love of gaming - he would have been an exact imitation of 
Sir Charles Grandison. Otherwise he has all Sir Charles* vir­
tues : uprightness, self-righteouoness, purity, amiability, 
reasonableness ; he is the perfect gentleman in graces, manners, 
and laorals.®^ It is quite probable that Mrs. Warren had Sir 
Charles in mind while drawing Leander, because, besides the 
similarities mentioned above, we find lâiat both heroes were 
seventeen when their mothers died. Both are called characters 
52. Mrs, Warren, in describing Leander, says: "He 
early exhibited traits of amiable disposition and 
refined genius." And that at an early age he was 
sent to the Hniversity, where his manners and 
goodness of heart won him high esteem. And that 
he returned to his home "refined in manners and un-
corrupted in his morals." The Gamesters, pp.2-3. 
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of "sensibilities'* and both enjoy doing charitable acts# 
Amelia Stmbope, the heroine of The Gamesters, although 
not highly indl-ridual Ized, has some character is tics and situa-
tlons In oommon with Olarlmea Harlowe and Harriet Bryon. 
Amelia bellevee em oath should never be broken, 80 do Richard-
eon's heroines. Amelia is educated, can play musloal Instru­
ments and oan do handiwork. 80 also do Blchardaon's heroines. 
Amelia will obey her parents in eveirything except In marrying 
one she does not love. This Is also Clarissa's one point of 
disobedience. Amelia's end Clarissa's servants aid them In 
their dlfficoltles. Harriet and Amelia are kidnapped. 
One other similarity in characters deserves mention. 
Mr, Barnet, a minor character in Sir Charles Grsndlson. and 
Mr. Dellma, a minor character in The Gamesters. are very simi­
lar. Both of them are cons Idered objects for ridicule by the 
ladles; bo# dress in the hei^t of fashion; both are boastful; 
both are given to sententious sayings; and both use hl^-flown 
language In complimenting the ladles. A similarity such as 
this is not significant In Itself. It gains its force by be­
ing one of a number. 
The last, but certGd.nly not the least, of the similarities 
Is that of the names of the characters: 
Captain Anderson Is a minor character ln"Sir Charles 
Grsndlson". 
Leander Anderson Is the hero of **The Gamesters". 
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Harriet Bryon is the heroine of "Sir Char lee Grandison'*. 
Harriet Herbert is a minor character in "The Gamesters'*.. 
It l8 Interesting and of Importance to note that,In laelng 
these names, Mrs. Warren has made her characters ezactly oy-
]?08lte from what Rlchar&son made thma. In Richardson*s novel. 
Captain Anderson is a minor character, and a villain; in 
Mrs. barren's novel, leander Anderson is the leading male 
eMracter and the hero. In Rlchsrdaon^s novel, Harriet Bryon 
Is gay, happy, Independent md outspoken heroine; in Mre. 
Warren's novel, Harriet Herbert is a minor character, quiet, 
sedate, reticent. 
These particular similarities seem sufficient evidence 
that the didacticism, morallzation, and domesticity of this 
novel are due to the influence of Richardson, 
28 
Coaolueloa 
^0 have Been, thea, that àlohArdBoa'e Influeaoe oa 
theee sevea eerly Âmerioaa aovela woe not merely e vegoe 
indefinite influenoe, but wee quite pronoimeed and ehomed 
iteelf in certain defiaite oharaoteriBtioe. 
All eevea of the novels disoueeed were didaotio - some 
to a greater, eome to a leseer extent, ihe majority of them 
limited thie didaotioiem to inetruotion in morale, ea aiehard-
8on uaoally did. *11 the aovele dieouaeed were domeatio in 
atmosphere, a peeuliarly Hiohardeoaiaa trait. These teadenoies 
to be didaotio and domeatio constitute Kiohardson's broadeet 
influence on these novels, 
Bat itiohardaoa hed another important influence - the in-
flueace oa characters. la lovelace he created a charming, 
seducing villain, whose coonterpert may be found in five of 
these aovels. Usually, however, the vlllaias in these early 
American aovels are not as vital as lovelace, O.j, drown*s 
villain, Ormoad, is, of courte, the exception. Vrmond is es 
well drawn a villain in his ovm right as ^vel&ce. Clarissa 
Eerlowe, t&e lovely innocent, peraecutau heroine, is present 
in nearly all these novels, agnin, these heroines ere not so 
well drawn as Richardson's are, but the likeness is unmistakable, 
ilesldes, of course, iilchardsoa's lafluence may be seen in many 
of the lesser characters. In these cases, however, the 
a» 
influeaoe i# uauslly not trmoeeble throiigh ell th# novele» 
^lohardeon'e Influenoe 18 aeen, then, in th* dldao-
tiolBK^ morellty, th* spirit of domeetlolty, and th* oharao-
tera of these novels. 
(Note: The prefaces to Clarissa Harlowe. The Power of 
Sympathy, and The Game a ter a have been incltiaea 
in the ëgppenAlz because of frequent reference 
to them in this thesis. Although the thesis 
does not deal with The Alfcerine Captive. The 
First Settlers of Virginia, or The Orient A 
Phil an thro Diet, their Txrefaoes have been indu-
3e% "l>eo"ause 'iltiey throw light on the status of 
the early American novel.) 
Preface to Clarissa Harlow© 
"The following Blstory la given In a aerlea of lettera, 
written principally in a double yet separate eorreepon&enee; 
Between two young ladle e of virtue and honour, bearing 
an Inviolable friendship for eaoh other, and writing not 
merely for amuemmnt, but upon the most interesting subjeets; 
in whleh every private femlly, more or less, may find Itself 
oonoerned: and. 
Between two gentlemen of free lives; one of them glory* 
Ing In his talents for stratagem and Indention, emd oommuni-
oatlng to the other, in oonfidenoe, all the secret purposes 
of an intriguing head and resolute heart. 
But here it will be proper to observe, for the sake of 
suoh as may apprehend hurt to the morals of youth, from the 
more freely-written letters, that the gentlemen, though pro* 
fesslonal libertines as to the female s«c, and msking it one 
of their wicked mazlms, to keep no faith with any of the indi-
vlduals of it, who are thrown into their power, are not, how­
ever, either infidels or scoffers ; nor yet such as think them-
selves freed from the observance of those other moral duties 
which bind man to man. 
On the ccmtrary, it will be found, in the progress of the 
work, that they very often make such reflections upon each other 
and eaoh upon himself and his own actions, as reasonable "be­
ings mtigt make, who dlBbeHeve not a future state of rewards 
and punishBfônts, and who one day propose to reform—one of 
them actually reforming, and by that means giving an opportunity 
to censure the freedom which falls from the gayer pen and lighter 
heart of the other. 
And yet lhat other, although in unboeomlng himself to a 
Boleot friend, he disooTer wickedness enough to entitle him to 
general detestation, preserves a decency as well in his images 
as in his language, which is not always to be found in the 
works of soma of the most celebrated modem writers, whose sub-
jeote and characters have less warremted the liberties they 
have taken. 
In the letters of the two young ladies, it is presumed, 
will be found not only the highest exercise of a reasonable 
and practicable friendship, between minds endowed with the 
noblest principles of virtue and religion, but occasionally 
interspersed, such delicacy of sentiments, particularly with 
regard to the other sez; such instances of impartiality, eaoh 
freely, as a fundemental principle of their friendship, blaming, 
praising, and setting right th@ other, as are strongly to be 
recommended to the observation of the younger part (more spec­
ially) of fmnale readers. 
The principal of these two young ladies is proposed as an 
exemplar to her sex. Nor is it any objection to her being so. 
(Preface to Glarlasa Earl owe) 
that she is not in all respects a perfect dharaoter. It was 
not only natiaral* but it was necessary that she should have 
some faults, were it only to SÎDW the reader Iiow laudably sh© 
could mistrust and blame herself, and carry to her own heart, 
divested of self-partiality, the cemaure which arose from her 
own convictions, and that wen to the acquittal of those, be­
cause revered characters, whom w one else would acquit, and 
to whose much greater faults her errors were owing, and not to 
a weak or reproachable heart. As far as is consistent with 
human frailty, and as far as she could be perfect, considering 
the people she had to deal with, and those with whom she was 
inseparably connected, she i£ perfect# To have been impeccable, 
must have left nothing for the Divine Grace and a purified state 
to do, and carried our idea of her from woman to angel. As such 
is she often esteemed by the man whose heart was so corrupt that 
he could hardly believe human nature capable of the purity, 
which, on every trial or temptation, shone out in her*s. 
Besides the four principal persons, several others are in­
troduced, whDse letters are characteristic: and it is presumed 
that there will be fbund in some of them, but more especially 
in those of the chief character amonc the men, and the second 
character among the women, sudh strokes of gayety, fancy, and 
htmour, as will entertain and divert, and at the same time both 
warn and instruct. 
All the letters are written while the hearts of the writers 
(Preface to Olscplsem Harlow® 1 
muet be euppoeed to be #iolly engaged In their subjeete (the 
events at the time generally aublone) : so that they abound not 
only with orltloal situations, but with what may be called 
InsteLataneous desorlptlons end reflections (proper to be bron^t 
home to the breast of the youthful reader;) as also with affeet-
Ins oonrersatlons; many of them written In the dialogue or 
dramatlo way. 
*Muob more llYôly and affecting* says one of the principal 
characters^ ^mnst be the style of those who write In the height 
of a present distress; the mind tortured by the pangs of unoer'# 
talnty (the events then hidden in the mmb of fate;) than the 
dry* narrative, unanlmated style of a person relating difficult 
ties and danger surmounted, can be; the relater perfectly at 
ease; and If himself unmoved by his ow story, not likely greatly 
to affect the reader#* 
What will be fbund to be more particularly aimed at in the 
following work is^to warn the inconsidei^ate and thoughtless of 
the one se%, against the base arts end designs of specious con* 
trlvers of the other—to caution parents against the undue ex­
ercise of their natural authority over their children in the 
great article of marriage'^to wam children against preferring 
a man of pleasure to a man of probity upon that dangerous but 
too-conmonly-reeeived notion, that a refbimed rake makes the 
best husband*-but above all, to investigate the highest and 
most important doctrines not only of morality, but of christl-
(preface to Clarissa Harlow®) 
anlty, by showing them thrown Into action In the oondnot of 
the worthy characters; lAlle the unworthy, who set those 
doctrines at defiance, are condignly, and, as aey be said, con­
sequentially punished. 
Pzom what has been said, considerate readers will not enter 
upon the perusal of the piece before them as if it were designed 
only to divert and amuse# It will probably be thought tedious 
to all such as dlr into it, expecting a llAht novel, or tMmsl-
tory romance: and look upon story in it (Interesting as that 
is generally allowed to be) as its sole end, rather than as a 
yehicle to the Instruction, 
Different persons, as might be expected, have been of 
different opinions, in relation to the conduct of tbe Berolne 
in particular situations; and several worthy persons have ob­
jected to #e ganeral catastrophe, and other parts of the his­
tory. Whatever is thought material of these shall be taken 
notice of by way of POSTSCRIPT, at the conclusion of the History; 
for this work being addressed to the public as a history of life 
end manners. those parts of it which are proposed to carry with 
them the foroe of an example, ought to be as unobjectionable as 
is consistent with ihe design of the lAole. and with h^mAn 
nature." 
Preface to The Power of Smmthy 
"HoTela have ever met with a ready reception into the 
Libraries of the Ladies, but tiiis specie s of writing hath not 
been received with universal approbation. Futility is not 
the only charge brought against it - any attempt, therefore, 
to make these studies more advantageous, has at least a claim 
upon the patience and candour of the pub lick. 
In Hovels which expose no particular Vice, and which 
recommend no particular Virtue, the fair Reader, though she 
may find amusement, must finish than without being impressed 
with my particular idea: 3o that if they are harmless, they 
are not beneficial. 
Of the letters before it is necessary to remark that 
« M 
this eaaar on each side has been avoided--the dangerous con­
sequences of Seduction are exposed, and the advantages of 
Female Bduoation set forth and recommended. 
Preface to The Gameetere 
{Caroline Matilda Warren) 
"The author of the fbllowlng work is smeible it will 
not "bear the test of erlticism. As the proâwtlorn of a youth, 
whose eâmatlon has been limited, whose opportunities have 
been penurious, she hopee it will be viewed with that candour, 
which is ever an attendant of discernment. 
She presents it to the publie, not as the laboured pro­
duction of erudition, but as the efforts of a mind rather of 
the contemplative turn, whose principal amusement is derived 
from such pursuits. 
At a period, when the novelist is seldom greeted with a 
solitary smile of approbation from the whole regiment of lit­
erati ; when even "the house is divided against itself," and 
novel writers attribute many of the fashionable foibles of 
the day, to novel readings it may argue a degree of temerity 
to produce a work, which bears this "image and superscription," 
While she cordially agrees with the objector, that some 
novels have exhibited too highly coloured portraits of life; 
and have, like an ignis fatuus. too frequently led the young 
mind astray; yet the writer believes, that were novels devoted 
to the cause of moral virtue, they might become as useful, as 
they are thought to be pernicious. The light, unthinking mind, 
that would revolt at a morel lesson from the pulpit, will seize 
{Preface to The Gamesters) 
with aridity, the instruction offered under the similitude 
"of a atoiy." 
"To blend instruction with amusement, and at once to re­
gale the imagination, and reform the heart, has been the 
writer*8 object; how far she has succeeded, a candid public 
will determine. 
Though the writer is confident the work would not pass 
unscorched through the flry ordeals of criticism; yet if it 
possesses sufficient merit to meet a anile from the brow of 
candour; or, (what is infinitely dearer to her heart) if it 
gain one foul to virtue, or lure on© profligate from the arms 
of dissipation, or snatch from the precipice of ruin, one fair 
fabric of innocence, she will deem herself amply compensated 
for OTery studious effort she has made, to throw the follow­
ing sheets into their present fom. 
Perhaps no rice is more seemingly venial, or more really 
destructive, than gaming. Many a soft, despairing son of 
pleaewe, will attest the truth of this observation. 
What was at first practiced to amuse a leisure hour, 
"grows with their growth, and strengthens with their strength," 
till It becomes a fixed and rooted vice; and when the husband, 
the father, and the friend, can find attractions in a gaming 
table, superior to those offered by the domestic fireside, 
virtue herself is eradicated from his bosom, and feellna is 
(Preface to The Gamesters) 
exchanged for inhumanity» The writer has attaapted to die-
oourag© the practiee of this too fashionable vice, and should 
the attempt prove unsuaoessful» and the work be justly eondenmed, 
"One seoret voioe, at leaat, shall sooth my heart. 
Nor will I tremble at the critic's dart, 
While oonsolenoe sweetly whispers this applause. 
Thou hast not injured virtue's sacred came." 
Of the ill judging and censorious hypercritlo, who views 
with the jaundiced eye of prejudice, "every production from a 
fwnale rem." she has nothing to ask, confidently believing, 
that the really learned and virtuous, will approve the intention. 
though a want of merit should oblige them to cenaure the ezecution 
*ork«" 
TB2 AmSOR 
Sutton, September, 1805 
Preface to The Aleerlne Captive 
(Tyler) 
One of the first observances the author of the follow-
tag sheets made upoa his return to his native country, after 
an abeenoe of seven years, was the extreme avidity with which 
books of n&ere amusement were purchased and perused by all ranks 
of his countrymen. Rhen he left New Siglaad, books of biography, 
travels, novels, and modem roiKmces, were confined to our sea­
ports; or, if known in the country, were read only in the fam­
ilies of cleorgymen, physicians, and lawysrs; idille certain 
funeral discourses, the last mrds and dying speeches of Bryan 
Shaheen, and Levi Ames, and soma dreary somebody's Day of Doom, 
foimed the most diverting part of the former's libirary. On hie 
return from captivity, he found a surprising alteration in the 
public taste. In our inland towns of copsequenoe, social 11* 
braries had been Instituted, composed of books designed to amuse 
rather than to instruct; and country booksellers, fostering the 
newborn taste of the people, bad filled the whole land with 
modem travels, and novels almost as incredible. The diffusion 
of a taste for my ^ecles of writing through all ranks, in so 
short a time, would appear impracticable to an European. The 
peasant of airope must first be taught to read, before he can 
acquire a taste in letters. In New England, the woik is half 
completed. In no other country are there so many people, who 
in proportion to its numbers can read and write; and, therefore. 
(Preface to %e Algerlne Captive) 
m> mon&c was a taste for emualng literature diffused, than all 
orders of eotmtrjr life, with one aecord, forsook the sober sermons 
and praotlQal pieties of their fathers, for the gay stories and 
splendid Impieties of the traveller and the novelist* The worthy 
farmer no longer fatlgned himself with Banyan's Pilgrim up the 
'hill of difficulty', or thzongh the 'slough of despond'; but 
qgaffed the wine with Brydone In the hemltage of Vesuvius, or 
sported with Bruoe on th» fairy-land of Abyssinia: while Dolly 
the dalry-mald and Jonathan the hired man, threw aside the ballad 
of the cruel step-motlwr, over whloh they had so wept In concert, 
and now anused themselves Into so agreeable a terror with the 
haunted houses and hobgoblins of Mrs. Satollffe, that they were 
both afraid to sleep alone# 
Although a lover of literature, however frivolous, may be 
pleasing to the man of letters, yet there are two things to be 
deplored In It. The first Is, that, while so many books are 
vended, they are not of our own manufacture. If our wives and 
daughters will wear gauze and ribbands. It Is a pity they are not 
wrought In our own looms. The second misfortune Is, that novels, 
being the picture of the times, the New England reader Is Insen­
sibly taught to admire the levity* and often tha vices, of lake 
parent country. «Vhlle the fancy is enchanted, the heart Is cor­
rupted, The farmer's daughter, while she pities the misfortune 
of some modem heroine. Is «posed to the attacks of vice, from 
which her Ignorance would have fbrmed her surest shield. If the 
(Preface to The Al^erlme Captive) 
English noTsl does not Inculcate vice. It at least Impresses 
on the young female mind an erroneous Idea of the world In liileh 
she is to live. It paints the manners, customs, and habits, of 
a strange country; excites a fondness for false splendorj and 
rendors the home-spun habits of her mn country disgusting. 
There are tm things wanted, said a friend to the author : 
that we write our own books of PMUsement, and that they exhibit 
our own manners, Why then do you not write the history of your 
own life? The first part of it, if not highly interesting, would 
at least display a portrait of lew England manners, hitherto un-
attempted. Your captivity among the Algerlnes, with some notices 
of ttie mnaers of that ferocious race, so dreaded by ooimerolal 
powers, and so little known In our country, would at least be 
interesting, and I see no advantage which the novel writer can 
have over you, unless your readers should be of the sentiment 
of the young lady mentioned by Addison in his Spectator, who, 
as he informs us, borrowed Plutarch*s Lives, and, after reading 
the first volume with infinite delight, supposing it to be a 
novel, threw aside the others with disgust, because a man of 
letters had Inadvertently told her the work was founded on FACT. 
Preface to The First Settlers of Tirglaia 
(John Davis) 
(A Memoir of the Author) 
The opinion fomed of a writer Is generally transferred 
by association from his profession to his life, and he Is 
oonsidered as having all his days done nothing biit kept the 
press and papernxiill in motion. I cannot lay claim to thle 
honour. My life has been passed chiefly In voyages and 
travels. 
It was never my for time to repose nnder the shade of 
Academic bowers. This, however, was not owing either to the 
angnsta res domi, or local circtrastances, I was reared In 
the lap of opulence, and Sallfbnry, my native place, boasts 
a grammar school, that initiated Addison in the elegancies of 
literature. 
I had read, or rather lisped, four books that determined 
my future life; namely, Robert Drury, the unfortunate English-
men, Pierre Taud, and Capt* Richard Falconer, Nbthing now 
would satisfy me but going to sea, and a ship was the idol of 
my mind. 
My first voyage was in an Indlaman called the Esses, 
Capt, Strover, We went to St. Helena, Batavia, and China. It 
was In the year 1787, and I was literally a sea-boy upon the 
high and giddy mast, being little more than eleven years old. 
I retumed to Bngland cheirmed with a sea life. The voy* 
age seemed nothing, and before I had been shore six months, I 
(Preface to The First Settler# of 71r*lala) 
again, if I may so express myself, s toyed off my boat. 
I eznbaiked (1790) in the Worcester, Capt. Hall. We touched 
at ElnzMan,* and iirooeeded to Bombay, In the 3sae%, the chief 
mate was Ebenezer Roebuck* a man conspicuous for his courage, 
consummate seamanship and rigid discipline,^* The chief officer 
of the Worcester was Owen Sills, a disciple of Roebuck, full of 
fire, femey and mlechlef. Our captain sM he did not agree. Sail 
was timorous; Ellis rash. Ball was uncommonly corpulent; zre-
markable for the circumference of his belly, and Sills swore the 
ship could never be in trim, as, by being in the cabin, be brought I 
down by the stem# 
Off the high land of Chaul the Worcester was attacked by 
Angrla* s Pirates. Our captain ms scared almost to death, 
Obetupult, steteruntque comoe, et vox faucIbus hoesltl 
Ellis saved the ship. He jumped down on the gun deck, and 
east loose a midship-gun. "A match here I" said he, while he was 
pointing the gun with a handspike. The match was brought by the 
ship's cook from the galley-fire; a man named John Thornton had 
primed the gun, the chief mate gave It to the Moors in style, 
and dispersed their musqulto fleet. A loud laugh now suocadded 
the halloing, bawling, cursing and swearing, that before ehook 
the good ship Worcester from stem to stem. For no sooner did 
the Moor taste our pills than be put his helm up, wore right 
* See a magical description of this fairy island by Sir 
William Jones. 
** Mr, Roebuck has left the company's service; he is now 
constructing docks In India. 
(Prôfac© to The First Settlors of YlrKlnla) 
round upon his heel, and wont away before the wind; this was 
the shipî the ketch, brig and galllvata did the same. 
We took out a hundred oompany's recruits to Bombay# 
Among these was a German (Oberstien) of dissipated fortune, 
but elegant education. How did my mind first catch a ray of 
Intellectual light; now was it ordained I should not be all 
my life illiterate. I began to le am French under Oberstien 
between the tropica; in my watch upon deck my etatlon waa In 
the main top, to haul down the top gallant studding sail at 
the approach of a squall, or to go up and hand the royal. For 
our top gallant msts were diffed, and our royal yards rigged 
across. When the boatswain's mate piped star bowlines, I walked 
up the main rigging into the top. I always put Le Sage in my 
pocket; and In Idie main top of an Sast Indiaman, under a cloud­
less tropical sky, when the breeze was so steady that for days 
we had no occasion to start either tack or sheet, I began to 
cultivate the language of the court of Lewis the fourteenth. 
I was several months on shore at Bombay, I lodged at 
the country tavern. It was kept by Mr. Loudwlek, and shaded 
with cocoa nut and banana trees. My landlord had a complete 
set of European migazlnes; I rather devoured than read them; 
and it is to the perusal of these volumes that I ascribe that 
love of the belles lettres which has always made me loath the 
mathematicks and other crabbed sciences. For Mio ever, after 
having lived in a beautiful country, where all was fruit and 
( Pref&oa to The Plrat Settlers of Yirglmia) 
flovwrs and fragrance, oeiOd seek an obo&e In a ragged, bleak 
and dreary region. 
gelther Mr# I<»nd*iok nor JArs* Londwiok oonld talk English# 
I now thanked xny etars that I had learnt Preneh in the top of 
the gforoeater, and eonrereed *11h my hoet and hoetee# in their 
o*n idlma* 
?m»m Bombay *e went twloe down the Malabar ooaat, anchor­
ing at every port, I landed at Qoohin where Oamoena wrote hie 
IiTialad,* and at Anjengo, where Bliza was bom**; and I wae en­
gaged in the rednetion of Gonnanore under General Aberoronbie. 
In ow paeaage home I landed at the Oe^ of Good Hope. 
%en I returned to Sngland, I found ay brother had em­
barked as a oadet for MEkdraee* He was a oonsidersble time 
^Sneign to a bataillon of native infantry at Elstnagherry, a 
hill fort* in the Baramhal oonntry* At the taking of Pondi-
oherry he wae pronwted to the rank of lieutenant; he died a 
captain at lAidrase# Hie acoonnt of the 3epoy soldi era in 
India la full* el^ant, aconrate; it was firet owmmioated 
by him in a letter from India to the Bdltor of th# Swopean 
Magaelne, and adopted in the article Sepoy by the compilera 
of the Bncyolopaedla Britannica. 
31c vox non vo&la. 
In the beginning of 1790 I was amit into the navy* m 
the Active frigate, Oapt# yagle, I went to the Orkneys, Cadix, 
* See Mlofcle'a Lusisd 
* See Sterne *8 lettera to SHiza, and Baynall's Apostrophe 
to Anjengo* 
fPwfaoe te The first settlers of Tirglais ) 
an& into the 31ba. Being tnmeà over with the elhlpa oempany 
to the Artois, (her fotmer commander lord Gharlee Pitzgerali 
waa given thA ooamand of the Bronswiok:, geventy-fow) I be* 
longed 8 year and a half to a flying agaa&ron of frigates; 
namely, the Bmone# Sir John Borlaae iTarren, the Arethnsa, 
Sir Mwara Pellew, end the Diamond, Sir Sidney Smith, Onr 
orolGlng gronnd was the ooaet of Pranoe, and onr port of 
ren&egvona wa Palmonth# 
In 1798 I emharkBd In a email brig, at Briatol, for the 
united States, I had before made sooB progroaa in Greek, and 
begun the ati&dy of the language of haimony, with the ?a@ier 
of poetry, an& the Bible of the dolents. In latin I had. 
looked, into every writer of the Julian and Aiignatm age3; the 
Btizdy of Prenoh had alwaya been to me like or&oking of nnta; 
and in my vemaonlar idiom I had. negleoted no writer fMm Ban­
yan to Bollngbroke. Lowth pnt me an fait of all the oritioal 
nloetlee of grammar; and when I reeid it was alwaye with an ey# 
to new oombinatlona of diction. 
I translated at Bew-York Snonaiwrte^B Campaign in It«OLy, 
a oonalderable octavo, and prooeeded to the aonth. I now e%-
perlenoed the advantage of having ednoated myself. By impart­
ing lahat I knew of Sngllah, ?reiidh, and latin to othera^ 1 wae 
enabled to gratify my dlepoaltlon to travel, and to aubalat 
oomfortably. I visited South Carolina, Georgia, Waiylend, and 
(Prefaoe $# !Pha First Settler a of Tlrgriala) 
Virginia# 
I, however, have no fwther d©sirt to travel * It is 
tra® I shotïlâ m&oh Ilka to oroas again the Atlantla, hut 
then that woialâ be to go home. I am only a aojommer in 
Auerloa, %en the oold tnrf presaee againat my breast, I hepe 
it will be %ie ont of the vaille a of my native land. 
iThe Zïrat 
( John Davis} 
Prefaoe of Sxtraate 
Prom th# Britieh B#vl#we and ^rieaa PatlloationB 
rospeoting Pokahontaa ana ite Author, 
lAme ae%a, ima varitae 
SDIBBUam RSTIM 
"We %&#v*r with any thing mora abominably ataplt than 
thia romantlo lag*n& about the Prlnoaaa Pokahontaa, &a%ght#r 
of the Emperor Powhatan, who fell in lov# with Captain amlth, 
aoon after the flret oolonimation of Virginia. All that we 
oan naderatani of the atozy la thia; Oapt# Ekalth rmm away 
from Pokahcmtaa; and she, after weeping acme time for the 
fogltiva hero, married the living one, a Captain Rolfe, and 
Odmea over to England with him, where ahe Uvea at Brentford, 
and dies at Graveaend, ... Mr# ])avla la a pedagogue, who 
wonld be a wit and a fine gentleman. 51 a atyle la made np 
of pedantry# volgaurity, affeotatlon and aonoeit." 
Artiole written by a yonng Virginian gentleman atndylng 
at adlnbTizg^, 
MOgmiY EË7IBW 
'•fhe adventure a of Oapt, Smith, who was the fbnnder of 
the fiist oolony on the Oheaapeak, possess superior interest; 
the hiatory of his oaptivity and of the love of Pokàhontaa, la 
fpyefac# of Ixtraots, The First a#ttiers) 
BUffisisnt to give reputation to the writer.* 
ORITIOAL BBTim 
"We have not read wlthcmt motion the affeoting ator^" 
of the tender BD&ahonta#. If writers mere to he 
sted by their reeemhlanoe to painters, Mr. Davis mi#t he 
called the îeniers of narrative. He paints frm life, and 
to every oharaoter exhibited, the heart seoretly aotoowledges, 
"That is a lilseness." His language and mmmr are equally per-
spiomoTis and interesting." 
AmUAI, EBYI2? 
"For the interesting tale of Pokahontas #e mm at refer the 
reader to the volm# itself. Mr. Davie possesses the eye that 
can see natixre, and the heart that oan feel nature. We beheld 
with pleasure his delineation of natural ob jeotm. His serenes 
are evidently aketohed from observation. îhose little traits 
wMoh the painter or poet would have seized, he has seldom 
overlooked; he tells us of the long and beautiful wss, whieh, 
by spreading from the branehes of one tree to those of another, 
extends through whole forests, fhs author obviously possesses 
a quiok and observant eye, and those ever walpeful talents that 
eould enliven any soienoe. 
, Mr. Davis has given us the memoirs of his era life. The 
vanity of self-biography never fails to exoite the saroasm and 
fPreface of Sxtraots» The glrst Settlers) 
oontempt of those, who themeelvee IMulg# a far less pardonable 
vanity; who» hetng by mature inferior, oowiter&ot the painful 
oonsoiousness of Inferiority, by looking in eveiy man, and every 
author for his faults? nor is this author's aeooimt of himself 
saeh as #111 oonoiliate the favour of the world. Possessed of 
genius, and oonsoious of the possession, Mr. Davis is guilty of 
every thing that oan provoke envy, hatred, malioe and moharit-
ahleness." 
Page 54. Article written by Arthur Aikin# 
saiipiaa ORITIO 
"This writer is lively, entertaining, and often interesting." 
Prom Dr. Jenner, Discoverer of the Vaoolne Inooulstion, 
to J. Davis. 
"Dear Sir, 
Tou do m honour in requesting pemisaion to insoribe to m 
your Indian Tale. I am sorry that I am not likely to be 
favoured with an interview before your departure for America. 
Mash is due from me to many gentlemen on the continent, par-
tlculaily my friend Dr. Waterhouse, to #iom I hope you will be 
introduced; indeed I think it probable that this letter with­
out anything further would obtain that end, as the doctor is a 
gentleman of liberal mind, and you will find in him the man of 
science and the philanthropist. He was t@ie first *o took up 
my ^tem of inoculation in Amrlca, and has toiled hard In this 
("Bmtme of Sactmets, The Piret aettlere) 
ne# field. I write in haete. Prey tell me ae neaxly a# you 
can, the time of yew Bailing, and from what port? Shall Î 
ooneign my paoket to yon in Ik^ndon, or where? 
Yonr obedient 
and veiy faithful, 
Rumble servant, 
Gheltenham, 86th AT^rnet, 1804. S, JaMBR" 
"Dear Sir, 
I thank yon for yow laet otùLiging letter, but am aorry to 
tell yon it has not been in my power ainoe to nmtke %%p the 
int%&ded diepatoh for ggr friend Doetor Waterhonae. This I 
hope will reaoh yon tia^ enough to reqneat yon to preaent my 
beat regarda to the Doator, and to tell him that I hope he has 
men my pnhlio advertiaement in aome of the oantinental papers, 
otherwiae he mnat be aetonlehed at my long ailenoe* iPbe faet 
ia that my oorreapondenoe on the Vaooine anbjeet beaame ao 
bnrthenaome and oppreaioe, that I Alt neoeeaitated to reqneat 
my friende not to be offended at my wemli^g negleot of their 
letters. Aooept my best wiehea for a pleasant voyage, and for 
yonr general welfare. 
Tour very faith Ail servant, 
B. jamsR 
Gheltehham, 19th September, 1804 
I write in very great haste." 
(Pref&ae to Iztmots, Th# first Settler#) 
Blll#t from the PreelAent of the TMlteA Statea. 
"Th% Jefferaen preaenta hla oomplimenta to itr# Davia, 
an& hla thahka for the beek he eeat him* He has aahaorlheA 
with pleaaare to hla Indian Tale,* 
Whehlngton, March 8, 1805#" 
Billet from Doe tor Bartw 
"Doctor Barton feeling an Intereat In Mr. Davla^a im&er» 
taking, will be trrOLy hapiv to famlah him th any worka In 
hla poaaeaalon relative to the Ihdlan Slatoiy of 3orth Amer-» 
loa# 
Philadelphia, May 4, 1806." 
Prom ProAaa (Urardln of William and M&ry Oellege# 
"We all here rejeloe at the appeaMnoe of our Interesting 
Indian Prlnoeaa. Yon are a maglelan# Tow wand poaaeaaea the 
power of animating even my heart. 
tTllllamabnrg, July 11, 1805." 
It having been aaaerted with moat dlebolloal mellw 
by the Sdltor of the Bvenlng Post at îR»w«*York fhle 
nlger eat* hnnq tn R<mane oavete) that I have fo%ed 
these or aom# ether lettera; the orlglzmla of i&ese, 
and all other letters I ever piAllahed may be seen 
by any persona whose aeeptlelaa may have been raised 
by the base oalnmnlator that has thus endeavoured to 
blast my oharaeter, Mr, Dannie has not only seen my 
originals, but he has now in his hands a letter to me 
from hla Graoe the Duke of Bedford, allowing me to 
dedloate Chatterton to him. 
fRwfao# of 3%traet9, Tb» Elzet aettlere) 
Port Polio 
^Whatevor may be the prej*&lq#a of aome* or the oavile of 
othere, ap, D&vle hae eertalnly oang^it the aplrlt of the beet 
Bxagliah writera»" 
By Mr. Deimie. 
Billaaelphla ISonthly Ikgazlne 
"Those who have not ha& an 0]MPortnnlty of jtAglng of 
Mr, Davis's abilities by the perusal of his former prodnotions, 
will feel great attraotlons to ihe present work in the nature 
of the snbjaot» wMsh is pwely ^American, ani whieh relates to 
two of the most interesting personages in early Amerioan Elstozy# 
0, B. Brown*" 
Prefwe to The Oriental Alla%ithro*l#t 
(Eezcpy Sheiimrae, A«B«) 
^^The meet eelebrateâ writers of former age# hmwe happily 
lllnatrateCl and reoommended Intereetlmg and Important tmtha 
by allego%y, or fable; and by their agreeable manner in the 
flgnratlve style# have ever been highly aooeptable# Through 
thoee eilvery ohannele, eaeentlal trathe have been propitionely 
oonveyed, whloh were very unlikely to have been otherwiee ao 
oordiaUy entertained. As aiiOh a method of writing hath always 
proved both pleasing and instroetive, it is hlg(bly probable it 
will be oontin%xed in praotioe thro' emiooeeding ages. The Intro* 
dnotion of imaglnery beings hath, perhaps soae degree of pro­
priety in the soenes presented in the following mmoirs, whioh 
are laid In those regions where the most stopMidons fabolone 
legends originated* If fable hath been hitherto so snooessfolly 
employed fas both saered emd profane history appear to evlnoe) 
for the instmotion and entertainment of mankind;**if trees 
have been stumoned to speak; the floods to lift mp their voioes; 
end the various orders of inferior ezistenoes, in languages in* 
telligible, to rebnke and reform;«"«if a prophet's madness hath 
been oorreoted by a morel lesson from his instlted beast; the 
violons and omel reprehended and reclaimed by talking birds 
and singing trees; why may not adolesoenoe, or even riper years, 
be still in like manner dl solplined? Both the mighty Eeronles 
(npôfaee to The Oriental MiilmthroDlat ) 
ooM foïwarâ, in ancient story, with his trementona elub, to 
arrest the progress of those baleful monatera whioh diatorhed 
the peaoe of eooiety; why ahaH not a Prlnoe of Ohlna, in a 
later age, advanoe upon the theatre of the world, thoiigh with 
less formidable #eapona than was that of the redoubtable hero;— 
with Notorious eloqwnoe and allm-ing manners to oorreot and 
reform the rash and nntntored, and restore the hapless wanderer 
to the pa the of troe virtw and honor, and oonaeqoent felioity; 
and, having atohieved the moat lUnatrloga exploits, eatablleh 
a grand aoolety oemented by lore? As then, the design of fable 
is agreeably to oonvey the moat salutary truths that they may 
be effeotnally Impreaaed upon the minds of •those readers who 
are apt to be dlaguated with dry treatises of morality; let it 
still be permitted to lend its beneolent aid for our enter-
taliment and iastruotion, till the ezpeoted aera fully arrives 
when genuine unmixed truth ah all shine forth with charms super* 
oeedlng the neoeaaity of the faaoiziating blandlahmenta of fie* 
titlouB tales# Sowever, the wozks of Imagination, when aub* 
serrient to reason and virtue, will never fail to be admired. 
The author of the subsequent Memoirs looks for no other 
oomaen&ation than that whioh ia merited by an honest attempt 
to advanee, to the utmost of his elender ebilltiea, the real 
felicity of his oountry and mankind. He thinks of his talent 
at oompositlon as far below those of the worthy and exoellent 
writers of an age highly improved, and advanoing in perfection 
fprefao® to The Oriental Phllantfaropist) 
before xmlmown; an age pregnant with great, and he hopes» 
happy events. His ootmtrj may waH boast the literary pro-
âwtlons of eminent essayiste of both ##%»#; mâ, to the rising 
generation, it Is indeed a moat Interesting olroiiastsnoe, that 
female literary merit hath presented so brilliant aa addition 
to OUT imtional glory # Sappy talents, Oonmtantia, are oon-
feeeedly thine I How sweetly pleads thgr pen in Tirtu© *® saored 
oaas*; with eentimenta ennobling, pathetic, and «xblime, winning 
eaoh selfish heart to ohari ty and lore! Columbia'a sons and 
dan^tera, Whose virtmes are her glory, shall never oeaae to 
bleas thee! futar© ages shall grateful own thy worth; and fay, 
Angela would write like thee! Had mines of gold been thine; 
and hadat thorn, with the générons patriotism that haat so elo­
quently commended, dispeneed them for the ptiblio weal; they had 
been but trifles, ufaen oompared with the rioh, invaluable 
presents* thou hast made to the ooontry! %ho oen refrain from 
noblest deeds of oharity, mhen Constantia solioits with softest 
moving aooentsj—when, with eloquenoe inimitably ohazmiqg, an-
gelio, she intreats! when, with riahest and most im#re#sive oolow 
Ing, she presents the lovely portrait of philanthropy divine; or 
with the resistless magio power of bar feathery wand, she oalls 
forth every tender, every generous emotion of the soul! ewr 
memorable will be the conquests of thy powerful ihetoriol The 
most obdurate hath it melted to oompasaion# îîven the heart of 
The GIZni-CI.llR, in three Toliimes, whose Tinoomnioii zerits, 
the niuneroiis and. reapeotable BDhsoj/ibers of all ranks, 
most expressively proclaim. 
(Prefae© to The Oriental Ihll&athrovlet) 
ssl harmony and love. Be thins the glory of exhibiting to 
nations the value of free&om; and of all those smoes ant 
TirtmsB whioh onstitxite the trwe digiiity and happtœss of man! 
The Author hath attempted imâer the guise of amueement, 
to Instill those aetlve principle a of piety, virtue and, benevo­
lo nee, whieh never fall of insuring» to all who are influmoeâ 
by them, the reeO. egiâ the most exqnidlte enjoynwit of life;'»* 
those prinoiples Whloh are the only and sure foundations of 
oivil, social, end dowstio fellolty. It la his hearty wish 
l&at thouaanAs of pena, and eveiy tongoe of eloqmnoe may be 
ineeeaantly eag)loye& foooperatlng with the brightest examplas) 
in aoeeleratlng the ezpeotei aera of unlveraal happiness, wh«n 
the sigh of misery Shall forever oease from the habitations of 
men,— 1 Just attention to the Deity, and a general oomrletlon, 
among all ranks, of our miserable Ignorende and Inoapaolty, as 
to the true enjoyment of eadstenoe; and applloation to Beaven, 
with unreserved confidence in his pomr and goodness, love and 
tender conq)a88lon, preo@de8 and introduoes the happy period 
whieh every heart desires, when darkness and fears, tenors and 
distress shall be no more# I said unreserved oonfldenoe In 
Heaven, For the want of this — so unbeoomlng aid shameful to 
a rational being, is "fâï© souroe of every evil. Destitute of 
this oonfldenoe, what a wretohed exlstenoe is man's! 0 happy 
oountry! where, even among the most influential, sentiments, so 
momentous, are realised!" 
f Prefsae to The Oriental Phi 1 antliropist ) 
the ohurliah niggard, hath learned of thee to feel the syœ-
pathetic glow! The self-destroyiBg chili yen of inteaperanoe 
have thy psrstiasive page a awakened to eobriety and frugality! 
Painfal were their efforts against viôioue habite long inâulgea» 
But it is thorn xflio haat taight them to realize the momentnona 
oonaeqwnoe of speedy refoim. *Tl8 thou $bo inapiredst them 
with aijgffiaated fortltnde, from the fell oonviotion, that the 
more painful their virtuous struggles, the more gloriona their 
Tiotory wo mid prove, end the more ezqaiet tely relished the en­
suing bliss} It is thon, too, who hast dignified thy sex. 
To thee is it higily indebted for thy ezaelient Yindioation of 
its rights, asoertainlng its importwoe, and oelebratlng Its 
shining virtue a. If thou art still an Inhabitant of the earth, 
long mayst thou live illustrious amid thy worthy ompetitora 
for Heaven—approving fame, who with thee adorn and enrloh our 
country and minkind! Happy Amerioan states! so riohly adorned 
with sons and daughters of refined genius and exalted virtue ! 
happy in thy illustrious ohiefs, statesmen and legislators, whose 
fame resounds through every region of the global in thy oivil 
and religious liberties, and the means of every invaluable la*» 
provmmt: happy in thy rioh and powerful resouroes! fim and 
unshaken by thy union, and impervious to every violence! and by 
growing exemplary virtues, aooelerate the destlzwd day of univ^r-
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